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Statement of Intent
Extract from
The Isle of Man Merchant Shipping
(Accident Reporting and Investigation)
Regulations 2001 – Regulation 4:
“The fundamental purpose of investigating a casualty, an accident, or an incident
under these Regulations is to determine its circumstances and the causes with the
aim of improving the safety of life at sea and the avoidance of accidents in the future.
It is not the purpose to apportion liability, nor, except so far as is necessary to
achieve the fundamental purpose, to apportion blame”
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Vessels Particulars
NAME:

Sallie Knutsen

SHIP TYPE:

Tanker

KEEL LAID:

20th October 1998

GROSS TONNAGE:

87,828

DEAD WEIGHT:

153,617

REGISTERED LENGTH (m)

265.84

CALL SIGN:

MDSK 3

IMO NUMBER:

9169627

MANAGING COMPANY:

VShips Norway AS

OWNER:

Knutsen OAS Shipping
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1. Abbreviations and Definitions
AMOS – Electronic planned maintenance system.
Bulldog clamp – in this context, an item of hardware designed for the clamping of
steel wire ropes, they rely on friction and proper adjustment to perform correctly.
Current transformer – a wire coil which by means of induction produces a signal
current which can be measured as part of a control circuit.
Competent Authority – A suitably qualified and/or trained body or person(s)
appointed by the flag state to undertake statutory inspections on their behalf.
Competent Person – regulations require that a person chosen to act as a competent
person in the examination and testing of plant should be over 18 and have the
practical and theoretical knowledge required for the performance of thorough
examinations and tests of ships lifting plant. This should include actual experience of
the type of machinery or plant concerned sufficient to be able to detect any defects or
weaknesses and to assess their importance in relation to strength, stability and
functions of the machinery or plant (COSWP 7.6.2)
COSWP – Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen – a code giving
guidance on health and safety at work which covers safe working procedures for
almost all shipboard work activities and is widely used to supplement owner’s safety
management system.
DNV – Det Norske Veritas – the vessels classification society who also conducted
tensile testing on the failed wire at their test facility in Bergen.
Hard eye - a loop formed as a termination in a wire, synthetic, or natural rope which
has a steel thimble arrangement to prevent the eye deforming under load.
Headroom – the available space above an object without coming into contact with
another object or obstruction.
ISM Code – International Safety Management Code for the Safe Operation of Ships
and for Pollution Prevention – A mandatory code which entered into force 1 July
1998 setting out procedures that must be adopted by companies to enhance safety
and prevent environmental pollution.
MEDEVAC – Medical evacuation performed in an emergency by helicopter where
road transport is not possible or where transportation time must be kept to a
minimum.
Pallet fork –an item of lifting equipment designed to safely suspend stores pallets for
movement by crane.
Power breaker – a mechanical device designed to safely separate the electrical
conductors providing power to a piece of equipment.
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Soft eye – a loop formed as a termination in a wire, synthetic, or natural rope which
has no thimble arrangement to prevent the eye deforming under load.
“Talurite” ferrule clamps – a recognised method of terminating wire falls or ropes,
consisting of alloy tubes fitted over the live and dead end of the wire and then
compressed to form a secure clamp, usually stamped with a safe working load.
Thermal overload – a device having a bimetallic strip as one of its components. The
strip bends due to differential expansion of the metals when they become hot as high
current passes through the overload. When the strip bends far enough a tripping
device operates, different tripping values can be set by adjusting how far the strip has
to bend and which is proportional to the temperature of the strip (the purpose of
thermal overloads is to protect the motor from damage due to heat associated with
high electric currents being drawn by the motor, speed of response depends on how
far the drawn current exceeds the set current but is typically less than a second),
they require to be manually reset before further use is possible.
Wire Strop – A length of wire with hard eyes at each end and used for lifting
operations to make handling easier - load tested and certified for the load they can
safely carry they are subject to regular inspections to ensure they remain suitable for
use.
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2. Summary
On the 2nd of October 2005 the Isle of Man registered shuttle tanker “Sallie Knutsen”
was loading stores and provisions whilst discharging her cargo of crude oil at the
Statoil terminal in Mongstad, Norway.
The stores and provisions were being loaded using the ships gantry crane and a
pallet fork supplied by the terminal. During this operation the crane’s wire rope
parted, causing the pallet fork to fall on the Chief Engineer, who was underneath the
crane.
The Chief Engineer later died due to the extent of his injuries.
Subsequent investigation revealed that the cranes hoisting limit switch and load
sensing unit were inoperative. This allowed the cranes hook block to be hoisted into
its housing to the extent that the tension in the wire rope exceeded its breaking load.
This report examines the contributory factors which resulted in the accident with a
view to prevent similar occurrences in the future.
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3. Narrative of Events
Introduction
The following text provides an account of the events leading up to the accident and is
provided by witness statements and collection of evidence on board the vessel and
at the technical managers’ offices.
All times indicated are local times in 24 hour clock format.
The “Sallie Knutsen” arrived at the Port of Mongstad in Norway on the 2nd of October
2005. The vessel moored at Statoil jetty No.7 and was all fast at 04:16.
05:12 the “Sallie Knutsen” commenced discharging her cargo of crude oil.
The Master was advised by the Ships Agent that the ship’s stores and provisions
were scheduled for delivery by tug boat at around 11:00. This was subsequently
delayed to around 15:00.
The ship’s traverse crane (monorail gantry crane) was prepared for the stores and
provisions operation.
Figure 1

Gantry crane looking from port aft

At approximately 15:30 the tug boat “Bulldog”, was positioned stern to, at the Sallie
Knutsens starboard aft quarter, below the monorail crane.
“Bulldog” had five crew members on board. Three of the crew members were on
deck for the lifting operation and the tug boat’s skipper was in the wheelhouse
keeping the tug boat in position and supervising the crew members on deck.
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“Bulldog” had thirty five pallets of stores and provisions for the Sallie Knutsen. To
facilitate their transfer, Statoil had provided the tug boat with a purpose designed
lifting device known as a pallet fork (see figure 2).
Figure 2

Pallet fork lying in horizontal position

There were also nine, two hundred litre drums of waste oil to back load from the
Sallie Knutsen to the “Bulldog”.
Figure 3

Figure of nine two hundred litre drums placed against starboard side rail

At 15:35, eleven of the twenty four officers and crew on board the Sallie Knutsen
were involved in handling the stores and provisions.
• The Bosun as crane operator.
• The Second Officer (Safety Officer) supervising the operation.
• Six crew members assisting as required.
• The Pumpman as relief crane operator.
• The Chief Engineer checking supplied articles against invoices and packing
lists.
• The Electrician standing-by for any operational problems with the crane.
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The pumpman relieved the bosun as crane operator after two or three pallets had
been lifted on board.
After ten to twelve pallets had been received, a pallet of chemical drums was
prepared for loading on board. The chemical drums were of the plastic twenty five
litre type and were stacked three high on the pallet and wrapped in plastic shrink
wrap.
The pallet of chemical drums was landed safely on deck and the bosun and one of
the crew members disengaged the pallet fork.
The pumpman then hoisted the pallet fork clear using the gantry crane and when this
was elevated clear of the area the pumpman started moving the crane outboard
towards the vessel’s starboard side.
At approximately 16:15 the gantry crane’s wire rope parted as the crane was moved
outboard. The pallet fork fell, striking the Chief Engineer (who was checking stores
received) on the right hand side of the back of his head.
The Chief Engineer fell with the force of the impact, striking the left hand side of his
head on the edge of a save-all coaming surrounding a fuel oil vent pipe.
Figure 4

Figure of fuel oil vent pipe save-all

The Chief Engineer was rendered unconscious, lying prone on the deck with the
pallet fork covering his mid section.
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Figure 5

Black dotted box indicates position of chemical pallet
White arrow indicates the position of the Chief Engineer when he was hit
White dotted line indicates transverse movement of the crane

At the time of the accident the officers and crew involved were not aware that the
Chief Engineer was working below the crane and pallet fork.
Immediately after the accident, the officers and crew acted quickly, removing the
pallet fork from the Chief Engineer and moving it to a safe distance away from the
scene of the accident.
The Chief Engineer was then put in the recovery position and the Second Officer
asked one of the crewmen to get some blankets.
The Second Officer contacted the Chief Officer in the cargo control room by radio
and reported that there had been an accident on the poopdeck, he then went on to
report that the Chief Engineer was injured and unconscious.
The ship’s medical team was mobilised at this time.
The Chief Officer asked if an ambulance was required, and the Second Officer
confirmed it was.
The Chief Officer contacted the Statoil terminal control at Mongstad, requesting
immediate medical assistance. The Master was contacted at the same time and was
appraised of the situation.
The terminal responded very quickly and informed the Chief Officer that an
ambulance was on its way.
The Master informed the Chief Officer that he would relieve him in the cargo control
room and control communications.
The Chief Officer then made his way to the poopdeck to better evaluate the situation.
Upon his arrival he realised the seriousness of the situation and informed the Master
accordingly.
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16:20 the Master and Chief Officer had a brief discussion which concluded with the
Master requesting a MEDEVAC to take the Chief Engineer ashore.
16:25 the Master stopped cargo operations and the Statoil first aid personnel arrived
on board from the terminal.
The Statoil first aid team took control of the situation and started giving the Chief
Engineer oxygen.
The Master asked the first aid team if they had the helicopter contact information, as
the ship carries air band radios and he was concerned about the Chief Engineer’s
condition.
The first aid team advised the Master that they had contacted the helicopter which
should arrive within the next few minutes.
16:35 the Master appraised the vessel’s management company of the situation.
16:45 the helicopter landed at the designated landing area on the port side, forward
of the manifold.
The doctor disembarked the helicopter at this location and was escorted to the scene
of the accident.
The helicopter pilot then contacted the Master and asked if they could move the
helicopter to the starboard side in front of the accommodation.
The Master agreed and the bosun and one of the crew went forward to clear the
accommodation ladder and move the safety gear to that location.
The helicopter then moved to this closer position.
The Second Officer requested that all crew members clear the accident area and
return to the accommodation. All responded at once and the door was closed once
they were inside.
The Statoil first aid team assisted the doctor and crew from the helicopter and the
Chief Officer and Second Officer assisted as required.
17:04 the Doctor and Chief Officer arrived at the cargo control room.
The Master, Doctor and Chief Officer moved to the Master’s office where the Doctor
informed the Master that the Chief Engineer had died, due to the extent of his
injuries. This was later confirmed by the coroner in his report.
Before the vessel departed the terminal, teams representing the vessel’s managers
and the terminal operators, in addition to the police attended the vessel to commence
an investigation into the accident.
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The Isle of Man Marine Administration was advised by fax on Monday the 3rd of
October 2005, but no investigator was able to attend the incident prior to the vessels
departure. Attendance was subsequently arranged for the vessel’s return to
Mongstad.
The Isle of Man investigation team attended the vessel on Sunday 9th October
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4. Comments and Analysis
The investigation discovered a number of factors which were considered
contributory to the accident. These have been divided into the following sub
headings for clarity.
•

Crane Failure

•

Manufacturer’s procedures for crane operations

•

Company procedures for crane operations

•

Maintenance and testing of the crane

•

Headroom limitations

•

Safe working practices

•

Hours of work and rest

•

Weather and external factors

•

Staff Qualifications

•

The Company’s Safety Management System

Crane Failure
Failure of the steel wire rope
Referencing Det Norske Veritas Test Report No.BGN-R3105382 (part of which is
attached as annex 1) the conclusion drawn was that the wire failed due to a single
overload (over-tension) event and also that the wire was weakened by around twenty
percent due to the securing method.
When the wire rope was terminated with the “Talurite”, ferrule clamps as shown in
figure 6 (as required by the manufacturer’s instruction manual), under test, the wire
parted / failed at 14.3 tonnes. When the wire rope was tested using the bulldog
clamps positioned as per figures 7 and 8 (the situation found after the accident), the
wire parted / failed at 11.7 tonnes.
When the crane wire failed, the only thing suspended from the hook was the pallet
fork which weighed 240kg and its attachment wire.
The crane had a safe working load of 5 tonnes.
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The crane manufacturer’s instruction manual shows a wire rope of 16mm, 18x 7 with
fibre core (WFC) and shows the correct method for terminating the free end (dead
end) of the wire rope using a thimble eye and “Talurite”, ferrule clamps as shown in
figure 6.
Figure 6

Figure 6 Showing Talurite, ferrule clamps from Manufacturer’s Instruction manual

The method used onboard the Sallie Knutsen consisted of three bulldog clamps of
the “U” bolt type as shown in Figure 7.
From figure 7 it can be seen that the clamps were not attached in the same direction.
The first and last clamps were attached with the saddle on the free (dead) end of the
wire rope and the “U” bolt around the main wire rope (live end). The clamp in the
middle was attached in the opposite (correct) direction.
Figures 7 and 8 also show the position where the wire rope parted.
Figure 7
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Figure 8

The construction of the steel wire rope was 16mm, 19 x 7 (12/6/1) with steel core
(WSC). Figure 9, shows a cross section of it.
Figure 9

The Isle of Man has issued technical information on the use of bulldog clamps for
wire rope terminations (industry circular No.7) the arrangement being shown in
Figure 10. This method of termination is only accepted for lifeboat falls and not for
crane wires.
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Figure 10
1. As a general rule the clamps should
be placed at intervals of 6 x Wire
Rope diameter.

2. The minimum number of clamps is
to be three.

3. After an initial load the clamps
should be retightened paying special
attention to deformation of the wire
rope.

Referring to figures 7 and 8, it can be seen that the first and last bulldog clamps are
fitted incorrectly with the saddle attached to the free end (dead end) and the “U” bolt
clamping the main wire (live end). The spacing between each clamp is also well
below the six times wire rope diameter required.
The wire rope has parted / fractured at the contact point of the first “U” bolt from the
free rope end (dead end). This is clearly shown in figure 11.
Figure 11

A valid test certificate for the wire rope could not be found on board the vessel.
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Summarising
The accident occurred as a direct result of the steel wire rope parting due to a single
overload. This has been confirmed through “Det Norske Veritas, Test Report No.
BGN-R3105382
The termination of the crane’s wire rope did not incorporate the “Talurite”, ferrule
clamp as described in the manufacturer’s instruction manual. (Figure 6)
Two of the three bulldog clips used for the wire termination were not fitted correctly
(Figures 7 and 8) and when tested by DNV this termination showed a reduction of
the breaking load of the wire rope by around twenty percent, however this was still
more than twice the safe working load of the crane which is 5.0 tonnes.
The test certificate for the wire rope was not available onboard and therefore the safe
working load of the wire would not be known by ships staff.

Failure of the crane's safety devices.
The electrical circuit which controls the crane’s horizontal movement along the gantry
and the hook block’s vertical movement incorporates different types of safety
features. The safety features include “limit switches”, “electro magnetic brake for the
winch” “overload protection for the crane”, and “overload protection for the hoisting
motor”.
Figures 12 and 13 show the hook block and limit switch on the port side of the gantry
crane (the opposite side from the accident). The arrows are indicating the positions of
the limit switch, its operating lever and the “U” shaped steel bar which would normally
make contact with the operating lever.
When the wire parted, nobody could confirm if the limit switch lever was present or
not, nor was it actually witnessed that the hook block rose home into the housing,
allowing the hoisting motor to effectively pull against a stationary wire.
It is likely that the limit switch lever was missing and the hook block was hoisted into
its housing, since a force was produced in the wire sufficient in magnitude for it to fail.
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Figure 12
“U” shaped bar for
triggering the
operating lever

Limit switch
and operating
lever

Figure 13

As can be seen from figures 12 and 13, both the “U” shaped bar which should trigger
the operating lever and the operating lever itself, have been deformed in such a way
that the limit switch may not operate when hoisting.
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Figures 14 and 15 show the hook block housing and the limit switch on the starboard
side of the gantry crane following the accident.
Figure 14

Figure 15

The figures show the operating lever missing from the limit switch.
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From the interviews with the officers and crew, not one person was able to confirm
that the operating lever of the limit switch was in position prior to the incident even
though company safety management procedures require a visual check be carried
out before using the crane.
Evidence indicates that it was not in place, as subsequent testing proved that the
switch would have worked had the operating lever been present and come into
contact with the hook block.
“DNV Test Report No. BGN-R3105382” shows that the wire rope failed due to a
sudden single over-tension. As the lifting hook block was free to move, this overtension is likely to have been caused by hoisting the hook block all the way back into
its housing, supporting the evidence that the lever was not present.
The crane overload protection consists of a current transformer (marked CT11 on
figure16), a microprocessor controlled load sensing unit (marked as LSO1 on
figure17) and an electromagnetic brake which forms part of the winch drum and
which is applied when the power source is removed.
Figure 16
Power
breaker

Thermal
overload

Current
transformer
CT11
Electromagnetic
brake
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Figure 17

Load sensing
unit, LS01

Current
transformer
connection

Hoisting limit
switches

When hoisting, the current drawn by the motor is measured by the current
transformer, the load sensing unit then compares the measured (signal) current with
a predetermined level set on the unit.
When the load sensing unit detects the hoisting motor is drawing too much current,
for a period longer than two seconds, the unit goes into “overload protection” and
locks out, to prevent overloading the crane.
Once the unit has locked out, it needs to be manually reset. Following the incident,
no manual reset was required to operate the crane. It was later found that the current
transformer had failed and was not actually providing an input signal to the load
sensing unit, when it actually failed could not be determined.
This effectively prevented the overload protection functioning as a safety device.
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The hoisting motor overload protection consists of a thermal overload attached to the
power breaker for the motor. Close visual examination after the accident did not
show any obvious signs of damage which would prevent normal operation taking
place. This indicates the wire snapped before the overload had sufficient time to
operate the circuit breaker and apply the brake as it didn’t need to be re-set.
Summarising
The wire rope failed due to a single over-tension, created by the winch motor hoisting
the hook block against its housing.
The hoisting limit switch did not operate, allowing the hook block to be hoisted into its
housing.
The crane winch load sensing unit was non operational.
The single remaining safety device was the hoisting motor thermal overload which
appeared to be fully functional but failed to trip the power breaker and apply the
brake before the wire failed.

Manufacturer’s procedures for crane operations
The crane manufacturer’s instruction manual contains a list of twelve procedures and
tests which must be carried out on the crane before use (see Annex 2). For the
purpose of this investigation Item Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 are analysed below as they are
considered to have a direct influence on the sequence of events.
•

Annex 2, Inspection Item No.1
“Check for obstacles in the working area”
As can be seen from figure 18. There were nine, two hundred litre barrels of oil
residue arranged against the ship’s starboard side rails for back loading to
“Bulldog”.
The drums were positioned directly within the working area of the crane.
With the barrels in this position, the ship’s side rail could not be folded down and
hence the height of the side rails determined the height at which the stores and
provisions needed to be raised to enable stores and provisions to be lifted on
board.
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Figure 18

Figure 19 clearly shows the position the side rails should be lowered to, when lifting
stores and provisions onboard with the crane.
Figure 19

With the ships side rail lowered, the lifting height of stores and provisions over the
deck area is reduced to approximately two hundred and fifty millimetres, with the rail
raised this is increased to approximately one thousand millimetres and would have
the effect of reducing the amount of free lifting height between the hook block and the
gantry.
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Annex 2, Inspection Item No.2
“Check whether the stopper on either end of the rail is deformed or lost or
its connection bolts are loose”
There are two types of stopper on this crane which limit the transverse
movement. The first is a limit switch which is operated by a stopper attached to
the rail and the second is a mechanical stop attached to the underside of the rail.
Whilst the mechanical stops are mentioned in the “before using inspection” the
electrical limit switch stops are not.
The stoppers were not checked / tested before the stores and provisions
operation started.

•

Annex 2, Inspection Item No.4
“Working condition of control switches; interlocking circuit”
The testing of the control switches was limited to “whether the crane moved from
port to starboard, starboard to port and whether the required hook block moved
up and down”.
The interlock which prevents any movement of the crane when more than one
control switch is operated was not tested.

•

Annex 2, Inspection Item No.5
“Checking if the over winding preventive limit switch lever operates or not”
The over winding limit switch (LSU1 or LSU2 depending on which side of the
vessel the crane is being used) was not apparently tested. This switch prevents
the hook block from being hoisted into the block housing and over tensioning the
wire rope (Figures 12 and 13 show the hook block, block housing and the limit
switch, on the port side), the switch is activated by the lever coming into contact
with the hook block.
The crane’s safety devices were inspected after the accident and the starboard
hoist limit switch was found to be working electrically, but the operating lever was
missing.
This would allow the crane operator to hoist the hook block into the block housing
thus over tensioning the wire rope.
The port side hoist limit switch was also inspected and although having the lever
attached it was found not to be functioning electrically, it was also noted that the
operating lever was bent and may have been unable to make physical contact
with the hook block.
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Summarising
The crane manufacturer’s instruction manual defines twelve inspection items which
must be checked before using the crane for any operation.
Not all of them were checked prior to the stores/provisions operation.
The ship’s side rail had not been lowered to facilitate safer lifting of items over the
ships side.
The maker’s instruction manual “before using inspection” omits the testing of the
electrical transverse limit switch stops.

Company procedures for crane operations
Before the vessel’s arrival in Mongstad, a meeting was held between the senior
officers to discuss the vessel’s operations in port. This included cargo, stores and
provisions operations
The stores and provisions operation was routine and one in which all members of the
crew were familiar with.
The company’s “Ship Operation Manual, Chapter 8, Safety and Pollution precautions,
page 16 of 16”, has been attached as Annex 3.
Annex 3, 8.10.2 Use of deck cranes, Item 4
“The crane and lifting appliances shall be visually checked prior to operation”
This contradicts the manufacturer’s instructions, attached as Annex 2 which state
testing must be done prior to every operation.

Maintenance and Testing of the crane
The maintenance and test records for the crane were checked on the vessels
electronic planned maintenance system (AMOS).
Three maintenance descriptions were found for the gantry crane, these consisted of:•

LU006 - “lubrication” (monthly) – all thread ends required for adjustment
purpose must be kept greased, all lubrication points must be lubricated by
means of a high pressure grease gun.

•

CH047 - “check of crane” (three monthly) – greasing of wire ropes, check oil
level in gearboxes, function check of brakes, drive unit, screw joints, and end
stops – see instruction book IO-9 chapter maintenance.

•

OC008 - “change oil” (six monthly) – check oil in winches/travel unit, check
load hook for damage, check runway, check power supply, check wire rope see instruction book IO-9 chapter maintenance.
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The vessel was in scheduled dry dock in June 2004 where two maintenance items
were performed on the crane, the job specifications are shown in the following two
paragraphs. This work was carried out by yard personnel though the load testing and
close up inspection was performed by an external crane specialist who provided the
certificate of load testing.
•

“All ball bearings on traverse beam support wheels to be changed with owners
supply new bearings”.

•

“5-yearly survey – wires to be un-reeved, hooks, shackles, blocks to be
transported to workshop to be opened up, cleaned, inspected, lubricated, reassembled, tested and stamped. Wires and sheaves to be visually inspected.
All materials to be replaced and cranes davits to be tested by means of water
bags and/or dynamometer. Certificate to be issued”.

The “5-yearly survey” carried out by the crane specialist did not include performance
checks and electrical/physical testing of the safety devices and motors as per
manufacturers instructions because this was not specifically requested by the
shipyard in the terms of the subcontract, it was verbally advised to the investigators
that it was assumed that the yard would separately arrange for this to be done.
If the crane wires were un-reeved and examined on board the vessel, it is possible
that the end securing point was not disconnected, however it should have been
observed that the wire end securing arrangement was incorrectly made using bulldog
clamps forming a “soft eye” rather than thimble eye and “talurite” ferrule clamps
forming a “hard eye” as per manufacturers recommendations.
The “5-yearly survey” completion/acceptance tests were not witnessed by the
vessels classification society because they were not requested to do so, the
“competent person” fulfils this requirement.
The fact that “5-yearly survey” was stated in the dry dock specification would tend to
infer that these checks should be included, physical testing of crane performance
and correct safety device function was not carried out, because it was not clearly
stated in the work scope description from the superintendent to the yard or the yard
to the subcontractor.
The last paragraph of COSWP 7.6.3 states “An examination of a sample of parts of a
lifting appliance is not sufficient to constitute a thorough examination”. It would be
reasonable to expect that the competent person should have questioned the limited
scope of items to be inspected.
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Summarising
The five yearly thorough examination was not fully completed.
The Company, competent authority and ship yard do not appear to have planned or
coordinated the examination. Each party involved, wrongly assumed that one of the
others had taken responsibility for the outstanding items of the examination.
The AMOS planned maintenance system contains only three work instructions
associated with the gantry crane and does not include yearly and five yearly thorough
examination items.
The manufacturer’s instruction manual does not include yearly or five yearly thorough
examination items.

Headroom limitations
The maximum headroom between the crane gantry and the main-deck without
anything suspended is 8m (see figures 20 and 21). When any load is suspended, this
headroom is reduced, limiting the remaining amount of vertical travel available.
Figure 20

Figure 21

2.2m

Maximum
available
headroom

1.8m

During this operation, the pallet fork, which was used in conjunction with a “wire
strop” and the hook block to lift the pallets, was measured to be 4m in total. This had
the effect of reducing the available headroom from 8m to 4m.
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To increase safety during hoisting operations, the ship’s side rail underneath the
gantry crane is designed to be lowered in order to maximise the amount of available
headroom. Unfortunately in this incident, oil drums were stowed against this section
of railing for back loading to the tug (for disposal) and prevented it from being
lowered (see figures 18 and 19).
To clear these obstructions, the pallet fork had to be lifted approximately 1m higher
up and reduced the available headroom to approximately 3m.
There were eleven crew members working in close proximity to the hoisting
operation, a natural reaction to close proximity working, by the crane operator, is to
hoist the load clear of head height, as can be seen on figure 21 this reduces the
available headroom further still.
With less available headroom above the hook block, when hoisting, the reaction time
before the hook block comes up to the limit switch and ultimately the gantry housing
position is reduced.
The limited headroom available both increased the likelihood of an accident occurring
and increased the likelihood of such an accident causing serious injury.
Summarising
Due to a several different factors, the headroom above the hook block was reduced
which limited the degree of free movement available. It also reduced the time needed
for the hook to ultimately reach the crane gantry housing (as the limit switch with a
missing lever arm would fail to arrest its travel).

Safe working practices
Of the eleven persons involved in the stores operation, not one person witnessed the
actual accident, the Chief Engineer was working underneath a suspended load and
the crane operator did not have a clear view of the operation.
It is extremely dangerous to be positioned underneath a suspended load. Despite his
years of experience, the Chief Engineer allowed himself to become distracted by his
concerns to ensure stores were correctly received on board and positioned himself
underneath the crane when it was being used.
All ship’s staff were familiar with the “Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant
Seamen” regarding crane operations, it was determined however that safe working
practices when working with suspended loads had not been observed during this
particular stores and provisions operation.
Summarising
Basic safety procedures were not properly followed. Had physical testing and visual
inspection been properly carried out and with better overall awareness of the
surroundings by everyone involved in the operation, the Chief Engineer may not have
been in danger.
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Hours of work and rest
The recorded hours of work and rest for all officers and crew onboard the vessel
were inspected and showed compliance with the Isle of Man Merchant Shipping
(Manning and Training) Regulations 1996 (as amended), STCW 95 and ILO180.
Duty rosters were posted and working periods observed.
Summarising
From the records of hours of work and rest maintained onboard and the interviews
conducted with the officers and crew, fatigue does not appear to be a contributory
factor to the accident.

Weather and external factors
The weather conditions were good from the vessel arriving alongside in Mongstad on
the 2nd of October 2005, until its departure on the 3rd of October 2005.
The tug boat “Bulldog” should have arrived alongside the Sallie Knutsen at 1100.
This was delayed until 1500 but had no effect on subsequent stores operations.
Summarising
The weather conditions were not considered to be a contributory factor to the
accident and the “Bulldog’s” late arrival alongside did not put any additional pressure
on the vessels crew to complete the stores and provisions operation quickly.

Staff Qualifications
The ships Master issues crane operator certificates to the officers and crew who
have undergone training in the use of the crane. The certificate indicates that the
holder knows how to operate the crane and has an understanding of the safety
devices fitted to the crane and how to check or inspect them.
The pumpman had not been issued with such a certificate however when the Officers
and crews training records were inspected. The pumpman and bosun, who were
acting as the crane operators, had actually received training and had experience in
the operation of the crane.
Summarising
The pumpman had not been issued with a crane operator’s certificate by the Master;
although his training records showed that he had been instructed and had experience
in the operation of the crane.
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The Company’s Safety Management System
Reporting of Accidents, Incidents and Near Misses
The Company has procedures in place for reporting accidents, incidents and near
misses. The reports are sent into the company for comment, analysis and further
investigation. The findings are then published in quarterly reports and casualty
information notes where serious injury has occurred.
The Master of the vessel is required to report any accidents, incidents and near
misses to the company and should there be a serious incident or one in which
casualties are involved the company should report to the flag state.
The safety officer’s (officials) duties and responsibilities include the investigation of
any accidents, incidents and near misses. The investigation should conclude in a
report which is presented to the Master and the company and includes any
recommendations.
A copy of the report then remains onboard the vessel and is available to the
members of the safety committee.
The safety committee meeting minutes should include any accidents, incidents and
near misses.
There had been two previous incidents involving the use of this vessel’s gantry
crane.
In April 2002 the hoisting limit switch had failed, allowing the hook block to be hoisted
into its housing. This produced an over tension in the wire causing one of the wire
ropes strands to part. There was no investigation report and no record of an accident,
incident or near miss in the ships safety committee minutes.
In March 2003 the ship’s liferafts had been delivered back to the ship after being
ashore for servicing. After completion of cargo operations the gantry crane was used
to move the liferafts to the port side of the vessel. The hoisting limit switch failed and
the hook block was hoisted into its housing, parting the wire rope. The hook block fell
and landed on one of the liferafts damaging its casing. There were no incident
reports onboard the ship. No records of the investigation and no records in the ship’s
safety committee minutes.
The company’s “Analysis of Accidents and Incidents” for the first quarter of 2003 has
a report on the incident in March 2003 and the conclusions drawn from it. The
“Remedial Action” proposed by the vessel was to change the limit switch and put a
new procedure in place which states that “safety check will be done manually on the
auto switch before the crane will be taken into use”.
This procedure was never implemented onboard or in the Company’s safety
management system.
Other company incident reports from the same quarter include under “Remedial
Action”, “Safe working practices to be emphasised at shipboard safety meetings”.
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Summarising
There was no evidence on the vessel or in the company offices of any reports having
been completed by the Master for the incidents in April 2002 and March 2003.
There was no evidence of any investigations completed by the safety officer for the
same incidents.
The safety committee minutes for April 2002 and March 2003 do not contain any
reference to the incidents.
The vessel’s remedial action which proposed a new procedure for testing the hoisting
limit switch before using the crane was not implemented onboard or within the safety
management system.

Crane operating procedures
The company procedures regarding training in the use of deck cranes proved
ineffective, allowing the manufacturer’s “before using inspection” items to be omitted
from normal work practices. This prevented the ship’s staff from detecting the failure
of the crane’s safety devices.

Defect / Non conformance reporting
The Company has procedures in place which allows ship’s staff to report defects and
failures of equipment; by using a non conformance report. There are descriptions of
two previous failures of the hoisting limit switches discovered in the Chief Engineers
“monthly technical reports” for April 2002 and March 2003, though no nonconformance reports were located for these incidents.
The monthly technical reports are sent to the company for review by the technical
department. The March 2003 report proposed modifications to the cranes safety
system by installing a second limit switch half a metre below the end position
(housing).
No evidence was found or supplied (onboard the vessel or at The Company’s offices)
to show that either of these two failures had been followed up. There were no
available records of the company responding to the proposed modifications.

Summarising
The Chief Engineer’s monthly technical report identified two previous failures and
following the second incident recommended that modifications be made to the crane.
No evidence of defect or incident reports (or follow up actions) as required by the
SMS were found for these. No records of discussions at safety meetings or
investigations by the vessels safety officer for these occurrences were located.
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5. Conclusions
The company’s safety management system failed to enforce basic safety checks
which should be carried out on the crane before any operation.
The Chief Engineer’s monthly technical reports identified two previous failures of the
limit switches (April 2002 and March 2003). Following the second incident,
modifications were proposed to be made to the crane’s safety device arrangement
although the company’s defect / non-conformance reporting system was not used
and neither the company or the ships officers properly followed up on the proposed
modifications.
The vessels’ remedial action from the March 2003 incident proposed a new
procedure for testing the hoisting limit switch before using the crane. This was not
implemented onboard or written within the safety management system and was not
therefore incorporated in the vessels safe working practices.
The safety management system in use at the time of the previous incidents failed to
identify that the basic procedures for reporting, investigating, drawing conclusions
and making recommendations about accidents, incidents and near misses were not
being followed, either on ship or on shore.
The safe working load of the wire rope fitted at the time of the accident was similar to
the original wire rope. The change in wire rope specification is not considered a
contributory factor in the accident.
“Det Norske Veritas Test report No. BGN-R3105382” confirmed that terminating the
wire rope with the bulldog clamps instead of the “talurite”, ferrule clamp, effectively
reduced the breaking load of the wire by around twenty percent from 14.3 tonnes to
11.7 tonnes.
The manufacturer’s instruction manual clearly shows the use of a thimble and
“talurite” ferrule clamps for terminating the wire rope. The use of bulldog clamps had
a direct bearing on the failure of the wire rope. The Isle of Man Marine Administration
has guidance for when bulldog clamps may be used and these do not include
termination of crane wire ropes
Failure of two of the crane’s safety devices; the hoisting limit switch and the load
sensing unit (through failure of the current transformer), allowed the hook block to be
hoisted into its housing causing a single over tension of the wire rope which resulted
in the wire rope parting.
The crane manufacturer’s instruction manual contains twelve inspection items which
must be checked or tested before use of the crane, these were not all done. The
visual examination required by the company’s crane procedures failed to detect a
possible dangerous condition of the hoisting limit switch.
Maintenance of the crane was not being properly carried out as the vessels planned
maintenance system and the manufacturers instructions do not identify yearly or five
yearly checks.
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The Company, competent authority and ship yard do not appear to have planned or
coordinated the five yearly examination of the crane. Each party involved, wrongly
assumed that one of the others had taken responsibility for the outstanding items of
the examination.
The ship’s side rail had not been lowered for the stores and provisions operation. The
height of the ship’s side rail determined the height at which the stores and provisions
were lifted on board and this had a direct bearing on the severity of the accident
since the load had to be lifted higher, reducing the headroom and available safety
space between the hook block and crane as well as increasing the distance the load
fell before striking the Chief Engineer.
The officers and crew involved in the stores and provisions operation were familiar
with the requirements of the “Code of Safe Working Practices for Merchant Seamen”
regarding crane operations. However basic safety awareness was not observed on
this occasion.
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6. Recommendations
The company’s safety management system should inter alia; provide procedures
which have been developed to allow a structured approach to safety management.
The system should include procedures for reporting accidents, incidents, near misses
and defects using controlled documents and forms.
Use of controlled documentation and reporting requirements creates a “loop” from
creation to conclusion and should ensure identified problems are properly followed
up.
The Company and ship’s staff should follow procedures at all times and the safety
management system should be able to detect the use of uncontrolled documentation
through the master’s review and company internal audits.
The company should :
•

follow up on any type of accident or incident report drawing its own
conclusions and recommendations and if necessary due to the severity of the
accident/incident issue a fleet safety circular.

•

ensure that lifting plant is maintained in good working order through the use of
a systematic planned maintenance system. The maintenance system should
include any manufacturer’s instructions. The detailed descriptions of yearly
and five yearly inspections should also be included and take into account the
requirements of International and National legislation and relevant codes of
practice.

•

ensure that the testing procedures contained within any instruction manual
should be stringently followed.

•

ensure ship’s staff should be made aware that operational safety when
working with cranes requires that the area is free of obstruction, persons
involved in the operation have a clear view of the area and lifting equipment
safety devices are function tested - all crane operators should be sufficiently
trained to take all these aspects into account.

•

take steps to ensure that all wire ropes supplied to the vessel are correctly
certified and The Company and Master should ensure that valid documents
are available at all relevant locations.

•

ensure that the termination of crane wire ropes follow the manufacturer’s
instructions and should never be terminated using bulldog clamps.

Manufacturers should :
•

ensure that any safety devices fitted to their equipment should fail safe. The
failure of any safety device should shut down equipment safely until the cause
has been found and rectified.
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7. Actions Taken
Immediately following the accident the Company’s own investigation identified
weaknesses within their safety management system.
The Company have completely revised the crane operating procedures and practices
within the safety management system and have incorporated new safety devices
within the crane’s safety systems.
The Company’s electronic planned maintenance system now incorporates all the
“before using checklist” items contained within the manufacturer’s instruction manual.
The Company have also added additional checks and inspections that they feel will
further improve the safety and reliability of the crane.
All Officers and crew involved in crane operations are to be re-trained to take into
account the new procedures, practices and safety checks.
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Annex 1 – extract from DNV report BGN-R3105382
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Annex 2 – extract from Makers crane manual – “before using” inspection
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Annex 3 – extract from Owners procedures – use of deck cranes
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Annex 4 – Planned Maintenance System - work descriptions
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